Gibson explorer kit

Customize guitar bodies, necks, timber, hand-orientation and more for your taste and playing
style. A post shared by GuitarKitWorld. LP style Semi-Hollow guitar kit with F-holes, Flamed top
veneer, engineered rosewood fretboard, and trapezoid inlays. Specifications Hand-Orientat
Specifications Ha Specifications Hand Orientation: Righty Heads Our blog dedicated to bringing
the highest quality resources from the world of guitar kit building. One of the problems
associated with buying an unfinished timber product, such as a DIY guitar kit is the difference in
humidity levels between the country of origin and the region it is delivered to. In extreme cases,
problems such And, while it may seem impossible to fix all is definitely not lost. Options include
oiling, staining, finishing in a graduated combination of colors e. To make matters even more
complex, within these Type the guitar name below to find the kit you're looking for. Disclaimer:
Guitar Kit World guitarkitworld. View cart. Guitar Kit Types. Log in. Testimonials Kit reviews
from builders. Secure Payments Protected transactions. Have Questions? Build your own
custom electric guitar Customize guitar bodies, necks, timber, hand-orientation and more for
your taste and playing style. Explore Custom Guitar Kits. Build your own personalized guitar
using DIY guitar kits. We offer more than 40 guitar kit body shapes. You can view all the kit
shapes from our Custom Shop. What builders are saying about our DIY kits. View this post on
Instagram. View full details. View all Guitar Kits. See more. Get started by reading the following
tutorial even if you're a first-time builder. Which guitar kit are you looking for? Added to your
cart:. That being the rounded, figure 8 shape all guitars have evolved from overtime since
Spanish Luthier Antonio Torres Jurado first standardized the shape of the classical guitar back
in This same design was then leaned on heavily when the first acoustic steel string guitars were
developed, and naturally when the first electric guitars began to appear in the s. These body
shapes are more or less synonymous with the electric guitar and share some fairly obvious
similarities e. Most electric guitars up to this point were influenced heavily by acoustic guitar
design, however acoustic guitar design was based as much on how the body shape influenced
the tonal output and volume of the guitar as it was for comfort and aesthetics. In simple terms,
as electric guitars rely on amplification to produce sound and shape the tone of the instrument
more than the materials and methods used in construction, this loyalty to traditional design was
no longer essential. However, they were not well received when first released. Along with Hamer
and Ibanez, the Explorer-style body shape has since been utilized by a number of notable guitar
manufacturers including:. Other notable guitarists who played Explorers include:. The EXP
could be considered one of the easier to assemble DIY electric guitar kits with simple wiring ,
and the option for either set or bolt-on neck. The flat body and straight lines also make sanding
and finishing a breeze compared to the more rounded contours of the LP or ST or hollow body
kits. In fact, we have a complete run-through showing all of the steps involved in assembly right
here. The EXP kits we currently offer match the original 22 frets, The EXP guitar kit represents
one of the most famous and revolutionary electric guitar shapes of all time and considering the
simplicity of the design is also one of the easiest to assemble. Like all of the guitars listed on
the site, you can select from the left and right-hand options along with a full range of custom
options including timber species, fretboard material, and hardware color if you're ordering from
our Custom Shop. We also offer in-stock EXP-style kits which you can find from here. I had one;
nice, affordable, basic guitar, from a time when the company tried to branch out for a share of
the metal market. Disclaimer: Guitar Kit World guitarkitworld. View cart. Guitar Kit Types. Log in.
Korina is a close match to Mahogany tonally and visually, although it is a touch lighter in
appearance. But if wanting to replicate the original select a set neck. Neck Timber: Korina As
previously mentioned, Mahogany is a good alternative with similar characteristics. We now use
an imitation rosewood that matches the look and feel of the original. Consider bleaching the
timber if wanting to match the lighter Korina color and finish with Tung Oil. Summing things up
The EXP guitar kit represents one of the most famous and revolutionary electric guitar shapes
of all time and considering the simplicity of the design is also one of the easiest to assemble.
Disclaimer: GuitarKitWorld. Previous article Left Handed Guitar Kits. Leave a comment
Comments must be approved before appearing. Added to your cart:. Full Size Body! This
Explorer style guitar is a timeless classic! Here is your chance to express yourself by creating a
one-of-a-kind masterpiece. Kit includes all parts to build a complete, playable guitar see
additional images. The radical shape looks great and offers great playing balance. All shaping
and routing is complete. If you select a Paint Grade Body - the body in your kit may have some
blemishes or knots or mismatched woods. Guitar Kits Guitar Kits. BYO Specials! In Stock and
Ready to Ship. Finished Guitar Kits. Flaxwood Guitar Kits. Electronics and Hardware Electronics
and Hardware. Pickups, Electronics and Pedals. Tuning Machines. Bridges and Tremolo
Systems. Guitar Hardware and Parts. Wudtone Hardware. Guitar Nuts. Guitar Pickguards.
Finishing Supplies. Wudtone Finishes. Cases and Gig Bags. Guitar Accessories. Fretting
Supplies. Cajon Kits. Gift Certificates. Clearance Clearance. Guitar Kits. Body and Neck Sets.

Electric Guitar Kit - Exp. No Thanks! Availability: In Stock. Add To Wishlist. Tite Bond 50 Wood
Glue. Copper Shielding Tape 12"x12". Behlen Fingerboard Oil. Some made in the USA in our
custom shop. We also carry Guitar parts and finishing supplies. Contact Us. Customer Service.
International Shipping. Please Wait Hardware Color. Upgrade Tuners. Bridge Upgrade. Upgrade
Pickups. Upgrade Nut. Upgrade Strings? Paint Grade Body? Remember Me. I made this guitar
about a week ago after working on it for a week. Really well produced, very few if any
production marks. Everything was included in the kit. One thing I will say against it however is
that there must be something up with the wiring chart. Trent Prees â€” January 27, Try
connecting those two like the vol to the tone pot. You must be logged in to post a review.
Clearance price â€” see description for terms and conditions. Add to Wishlist. Product added!
Browse Wishlist. The product is already in the wishlist! Description Reviews 1 Product
Description This is a clearance price â€” terms and conditions apply: No Returns except as
required by law Community Support Only â€” if you have a question about your kit, ask it in the
forum. You might receive a response from other guitar builders, but not from us. The forum will
continue to operate for a time I have yet to decide. Please consider before buying if you have
the necessary skills to build your chosen kit. No Bonus Pack â€” the extra strings and things
will not be supplied, however these might be available separately in our shop. Add a review
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a review. Related Product. Thank you! Please check
your inbox to confirm your subscription. Skip to main content of results for "Explorer Guitar
Body". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our
Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Get it as
soon as Fri, Feb Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Mar 5. In stock on March
4, FREE Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Get it as soon
as Thu, Mar 4. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Electric Guitar Routing Template - Explorer. Only
15 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Only 10
left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"explorer guitar kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
Guitar Bridge System. Guitar Body Material. Guitar Fretboard Material. Guitar Neck Material.
Number of Guitar Strings. Hand Orientation. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals.
Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in
30 days. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb FREE Shipping. Strat Electric Guitar Kit. Only 20 left in stock
- order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 3 left in stock more on the way. Only 1 left in stock order soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 16 left in stock order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

